
Photographs 

What do I need to know before I start? 

This is a guide to the photographic collection preserved at the Historical Archives of the European 

Union (HAEU). Currently this collection is composed of more than 60,000 photographs, mainly 

positives on paper from the 1950s to the1990s, which form part of 86 separate archival fonds.  

These images trace the beginnings of the European institutions by documenting conferences, 

meetings, institutional visits around the world, key personalities, as well as a plethora of 

educational and scientific projects throughout Europe. For instance, international cooperation 

projects financed by the European Communities are well documented in photo collections within 

the archival fonds of the European Commission and of the other EU Institutions. Campaigns and 

events of pro-European movements are illustrated in the fonds of the European Movement, the 

Union des fédéralistes européens (UEF) and that of Claus Schöndube. In the Klaus Meyer fonds, 

there are photographs of projects in various African countries financed by the European Economic 

Community in the framework of the Lomé II convention (1978 - 1982) and of the Community's 

Euro-Arab dialogue (1975), while the fonds of the European Space Agency and of the European 

Free Trade Association include various audio-visual materials keeping track of their programmes 

and activities. These visual records are crucial in recounting the history of the European integration 

process and to offer additional insights into the personal and professional activities of key actors 

in contemporary European history.   

The guide provides information about the exact number of images in each fond, the files where 

they are located, the dates on which the images were taken and a brief abstract about the content of 

the images. 

This guide will be updated as new image transfers are processed. 

What can I find at the HAEU? 

Relating specifically to posters material the fonds available at the HAEU are: 

1) EU institutions 

Commission 

The CEE/CEEA Commissions – Fonds BAC includes 195 photographs taken between 1957 and 

1972. Most of the images document EEC development aid to help the production of  Alaotra rice 

in Madagascar (construction of a hydro-electric, works on roads, among others) and agricultural 

development projects in Mali. You may consult three technical photos related with research in the 

iron and steel industry. In addition, you will find 26 images on the Conference of Stresa for the 

elaboration of a common agricultural policy (CAP) in July 1958.  

https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/81
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/4296?item=BAC
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=BAC&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=madagascar&fk=BAC&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=Mali&fk=BAC&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/13866?item=BAC-05.08-004/1971_0081
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/18133?item=BAC-08.04-026/1966_0042


The fonds Communauté européenne du charbon et de l'acier. Haute Autorité includes 781 positives 

on paper, 58 postcards, 45 prints on paper and 2 contact sheets on paper from 1953 to 1964. You 

may consult 16 images on the first passport for the staff of the ECSC institutions, two images of 

the Malvestiti Authority and one image of the gift offered by the three Communities on the occasion 

of the wedding of the Baudouin of Belgium. There is a set of 700 images of the “Exposition 

Universelle et Internationale de Bruxelles” in CEAB03 and CEAB12 (exhibition objects, Grand 

Prix Europeen Televise, and visit of important personalities such as Reine Juliana, the Coal Board, 

president Heuss, Grand Duchess of Luxembourg, Prince Rainier and Princess Grace of Monaco). 

The fonds also includes four photos of the Coppice Coal Mine. 

European Court of Justice 

The fonds of the European Court of Justice includes 119 images from 1952 to 2000. Most of the 

pictures are portraits of Massimo Pilotti, president of the EUCJ, and judges and lawyers of the 

European Court. The fonds also includes two photographs of the medal designed for the 10th 

anniversary of the Court in 1962. 

European Investment Bank 

The fonds of the European Investment Bank includes 255 positives on paper produced between 

1959 and 1971. The photographs illustrate several projects funded by the European Investment 

Bank in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and  Luxembourg. It is a fantastic visual testimony of 

the industrial development that took place in parts of Europe during the 60’s. These industrial 

scenes are not only interesting for their informative content but also for the careful aesthetic: 

renowned photographers specializing in industrial photography, such as the then-veteran French 

photographer Henri Baranger, are among the creators behind the camera. The fonds also include 

two panoramic images of the quartier Kirchberg and one picture of the Boulevard Franklin D. 

Roosevelt in Luxembourg related with the studies for the construction of the new EIB headquarters. 

Centre européen pour le développement de la formation professionelle 

The photographic collection of CEDEFOP is composed of 669 slides and 263 photographic prints. 

This rich material documents Cedefop’s history, development and activities from its foundation in 

1975 up to 1987. It includes corporate slide presentations from 1978 and 1984. You may also 

consult the  18 slides on  Cedefop statistics on VET (1991). You also may find interesting to consult 

58 slides presenting the European Community in 1985 and 119 slides of one presentation from 

ISFOL (Istituto per lo sviluppo della formazione professionale dei lavoratori) produced in 1981. In 

addition, you can find pictures of internal meetings, Cedefop's Board of Directors (1987). A 

noteworthy part of the material consists in an extensive photographic report of more than 260 

photographs taken by the German photographer Mamfred Vollmer, winner of a World Press Photo, 

which illustrates the social and professional reality of young workers in Germany participating in 

professional training processes. 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/98
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/42504?item=CEAB02-122
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/46187
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/49944?item=CEAB05-1657
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=CEAB03&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=CEAB03&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/65632?item=CEAB12-531
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/58185?item=CEAB09-586
https://archives.eui.eu/isaar/629
https://archives.eui.eu/isaar/629
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=Cour+de+justice+de+l%27Union+europ%C3%A9enne&fk=CJUE&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/48
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/30462?item=BEI
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=BEI&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/469237?item=BEI-2142
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/30651?item=BEI.06.01-02
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/30675?item=BEI.06.01-05
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/30660?item=BEI.06.01-03
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/469258?item=BEI-2163
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/31816?item=BEI.07.01-2-519
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/31810?item=BEI.07.01-2-513
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/31810?item=BEI.07.01-2-513
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/77
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/541452?item=CEDEFOP-D
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542719?item=CEDEFOP-D-375
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542659?item=CEDEFOP-D-338
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542720?item=CEDEFOP-376
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542721?item=CEDEFOP-377
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542717?item=CEDEFOP-374
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542715?item=CEDEFOP-372
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542716?item=CEDEFOP-373
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542660?item=CEDEFOP-D-339
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/542660?item=CEDEFOP-D-339


2) Corporate Bodies 

Alliance des démocrates et des libéraux pour l’Europe 

The fonds of the Alliance des démocrates et des libéraux pour l’Europe (ADLE) includes a huge 

photographic collection composed of 2.096 positives on paper, 50 negatives on plastic, 31 prints 

on paper, 2.899 digital images and 15 photo albums. You will find portraits of members, presidents 

of ADLE, as well other important personalities (Simone Veil, Giscard d’Estaing, Dalai Lama, 

Alejandro Toledo, among others). In addition, you might want to look into photos of group 

meetings in: Palermo, Bornholm, Copenhagen, Gardone, Venice, Bremerhaven, Nice, Avranches, 

Corsica, Rome, Bornholm, Ravenna, Munich, Lindau and Barcelona. You may also find pictures 

of diverse events such as  ''Smoking - cancer'' campaign, negotiations for the accession of Greece, 

press conferences, institutional visits, Flamme de la Paix, 25th anniversary of the ELDR,  

5th  Central 7 Eastern Europe conference: ''Enlargement and the Intergovernmental conference'', 

Congress ELDR, among others events. 

Association européenne des enseignants  

The fonds of the Association européenne des enseignants (AEDE) includes 135 photographs 

depicting meetings, seminars, conferences, anniversaries, congresses and portraits of the members 

of the Association. You may also find a relevant collection of images (above all portraits) of 

important personalities related to the European integration (Paul-Henri Spaak, Walter Hallstein, 

Jean Monnet, Lambert Schauss, Robert Schaetzel, Jean Fohrmann, Johannes Linthorst-Homan, 

Altiero Spinelli).  

Conseil des Communes et des Régions d'Europe 

The fonds of the Conseil des Communes et des Régions d'Europe (CCRE) includes 908 images 

about assemblies, meetings, conferences and other events of the CCRE. You can also find a 

collection of photographs of personalities involved in European integration process and staff of the 

CCRE (former officials, etc.). 

Council of European National Youth Committees 

The fonds of the Council of European National Youth Committees (CENYC) includes 24 positives 

and 12 negatives produced between 1977 and 1985. These images document meetings, seminars 

and workshops organized by the CENYC. In addition, you can consult a collection of portraits of 

members of CENYC. 

Centre international de formation européenne 

The fonds of the Centre international de formation européenne (CIFE) includes six photographs of 

students with the federalist flag in different places. The Italian federalist Raimondo Cagiano 

appears in some photos. 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/238772?item=ADLE
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257333?item=ADLE.A.A-11
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257335?item=ADLE-843
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257334?item=ADLE-842
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257334?item=ADLE-842
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257350?item=ADLE-856
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257353?item=ADLE-859
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257358?item=ADLE-864
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257362?item=ADLE.A.A-11-868
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257338?item=ADLE-846
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257344?item=ADLE-851
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257349?item=ADLE-855
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257338?item=ADLE-846
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257338?item=ADLE-846
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257339?item=ADLE-847
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257339?item=ADLE-847
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257341?item=ADLE-848
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257342?item=ADLE-849
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257343?item=ADLE-850
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257344?item=ADLE-851
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257345?item=ADLE-852
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257348?item=ADLE-854
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257351?item=ADLE-857
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257352?item=ADLE-858
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257347?item=ADLE-853
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257367?item=ADLE-873
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257352?item=ADLE-858
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257361?item=ADLE-867
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257362?item=ADLE-868
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/257357?item=ADLE-863
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/96
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=AEDE&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/1750?item=AEDE.08-01-371
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/39609?item=CCRE
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/234846?item=CCRE.I
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/235154?item=CCRE-840
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/67138?item=CENYC
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=CENYC&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=CENYC&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/76362?item=CIFE
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/76854?item=CIFE.07-02-103


Conférence des régions de l’Europe du Nord-Ouest (CRNO) 

The fonds Conférence des régions de l’Europe du Nord-Ouest (CRNO) includes 10 postcards of 

the College of Europe in Bruges, Belgium 

European Association for Banking and Financial History e.V. 

The fonds of the European Association for Banking and Financial History (EABH) includes 909 

digital images, 244 positives on paper and 9 prints on paper produced between 1990 and 2013. The 

images document meetings, openings, conferences, workshops and other activities organized by 

the EABH. 

European Free Trade Association 

The fonds of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) contains a huge photographic collection 

composed of 8.889 photographs taken from 1960 to 2013. It contains a comprehensive record of 

the governance of EFTA including images of meetings; portraits of EFTA leaders and staff 

members; historic photographs of EFTA headquarters; signing of agreements; conferences, 

exhibitions and visits.   

 

European Launcher Development Organisation 

The fonds of the European Organisation for the Development and Construction of Space Vehicle 

Launchers (ELDO) includes 263 photographs produced between 1962 and 1972. These images 

document ELDO ministerial meetings, NASA Space Shuttle Programme, Guiana Space Centre 

(external views, control rooms, launching base), Fortaleza Station, Europa-1 launch,  Europa-1 and 

Europa-2 rockets, visits of personalities, such as European parliamentarians in February 1971. 

European Space Agency 

The fonds of the European Space Agency (ESA) includes 335 images produced between 1977 and 

1992. These photographs depict industry SPACELAB FOD, the Columbus program made by 

BMFT/DFVLR, EUMETSAT headquarters, the Comet Halley (Giotto Mission), rockets and 

components related to Europa-3, OTS, Ariane, Olympus-1, MARECS-A, Meteosat-2, COS-B, 

ISEE, ERS, SIRIO-2, EXOSAT, GEOS, Multibeam Array Model (MAM), EXOSAT, IUE, GEOS 

and ESTEC. You can also find images related to council meetings, visits, portraits of staff, ESTEC 

halls, Guiana Centre, Villafranca Station, Futuristic space stations, exhibitions, telescope and 

ranges and important signatures.  

European Space Conference 

The fonds of the European Space Conference (ESC) includes six images of 1972 about the 

European participation in the POST-APOLLO programme. 

 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/99620?item=CRNO
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/99939?item=CRNO.04.02-94
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/245616?item=EABH
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=eabh&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=eabh&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/247490?item=EFTA
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/441833?item=EFTA.J
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/443511?item=EFTA.J-1
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/443554?item=EFTA.J-3
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/443560?item=EFTA.J-5
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/443714?item=EFTA.J-2.1
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/443701?item=EFTA.J-2.2
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/443703?item=EFTA.J-2.3
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/443704?item=EFTA.J-2.4
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/105653?item=ELDO
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=eldo&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/434191?item=ELDO.F-4589
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/107888?item=ELDO.C-03.03-3038
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/434303?item=ELDO.F-4588
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/434251?item=ELDO-4594
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/434225?item=ELDO.F-4592
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/434226?item=ELDO-4593
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/434226?item=ELDO-4593
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/434205?item=ELDO.F-4591
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/115224?item=ESA
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ESA&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/137349?item=ESA.B.A-04-5621
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/129154?item=ESA.A-02.02.02-11567
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/117766?item=ESA.A-04.05.05.02-10600
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/136659?item=ESA.B-04.04-8971
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442055?item=ESA-25898
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442016?item=ESA-25873
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/279513?item=ESA-24781
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442032?item=ESA-25878
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442024?item=ESA-25875
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442023?item=ESA-25874
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442001?item=ESA-25871
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442004?item=ESA-25872
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442044?item=ESA-25887
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442045?item=ESA-25888
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442047?item=ESA-25890
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442048?item=ESA-25891
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442049?item=ESA-25892
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442047?item=ESA-25890
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442046?item=ESA-25889
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442048?item=ESA-25891
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442038?item=ESA-25881
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/441931?item=ESA-25856
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442034?item=ESA-25879
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442050?item=ESA-25893
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442050?item=ESA-25893
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442053?item=ESA-25896
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442057?item=ESA-25900
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442054?item=ESA-25897
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442050?item=ESA-25893
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442058?item=ESA-25901
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/442058?item=ESA-25901
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/278124?item=ESA.E-04
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/137508?item=ESC
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ESC&ik=1260


European Space Research Organisation 

The fonds of the European Space Research Organisation (ESRO) includes 159 positives produced 

between 1964 and 1975. You can find graphic simulations of experiments, aerial views of the 

ESTEC site in Noordwijk, Netherlands. In addition, you may also consult photographs on a fire at 

the ESTEC building in Noordwijk (Netherlands).  Images of exhibitions, devices, components. 

Photos concerning launches of ESRO-2B (1968), ESRO-1B (1969), HEOS-1 (1968), HEOS-A2 

(1972), TD-1A (1972). 

European Spatial Data Research 

The fonds of the European Spatial Data Research (EUROSDR) includes nine photographs taken 

between 1992 and 2000. It contains group portraits during the several meetings of the Steering 

Committee of the OEEPE (Organisation Européenne d'Etudes Photogrammétriques 

Experimentales), images of the OEEPE stand and activities at the ISPRS Congress 1996 in Vienna.  

European University Institute 

The fonds of the European University Institute (EUI) includes 8230 images and 70 photo albums 

produced between 1950 and 2006. The photographs document conferences, visits, meetings, 

portraits and social life at the European University Institute (EUI). You may also consult pictures 

on the meetings for the creation of the EUI. 

Femmes d’Europe 

The fonds of Femmes d’Europe includes eight photographs of the international festival of video of 

European women organised by the Centre Audiovisuel Simone de Beauvoir in the Palais du Tokio 

in Paris in February 1989. 

Jeunesse Européenne Fédéraliste 

The fonds of the Jeunesse Européenne Fédéraliste (JEF) includes 403 images from 1976 to 1999. 

These pictures document seminars, conferences, other activities of the Young European Federalists 

(JEF) in different European cities. You may consult photographs of the Peace Camp 1984 held in 

Hungsberg, Germany. You will also find images concerning the Yugoslav War and its 

consequences. In addition, you may look at a collection of images about the European Union 

(portraits of members of the European Commission, details of the EU flag, etc.). It also contains a 

relevant collection of 154 cartoons (105 about Russia). 

Ligue Européenne de Coopération Economique  

The fonds of the Ligue Européenne de Coopération Economique (LECE) includes 355 images and 

one photo album from 1956 to 2008. These photographs document meetings, visits, celebrations, 

conferences and portraits of members of the LECE. 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/139034?item=ESRO
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ESRO&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/143506?item=ESRO.A-04.08-5826
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/279551?item=ESRO.D-9478
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/148541?item=ESRO.C.A-6373
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/279551?item=ESRO.D-9478
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/279551?item=ESRO.D-9478
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/279551?item=ESRO.D-9478
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/279551?item=ESRO.D-9478
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/242738?item=EUROSDR
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=EUROSDR&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=EUROSDR&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=EUROSDR&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/244707?item=EUROSDR-86
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/244707?item=EUROSDR-86
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/148651?item=EUI
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/148720?item=EUI.K.08
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&d%5B%5D%5B1j%5D=1950&d%5B%5D%5B2j%5D=1972&fk=EUI&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/46
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/150475?item=FDE.B.05-01.03-304
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/154234?item=JEF
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=JEF&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/154460?item=JEF.C.C-108
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/154451?item=JEF.C.B-231
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/154451?item=JEF.C.B-231
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/154619?item=JEF-338
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/154619?item=JEF-338
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/156357?item=LECE
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=LECE&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=LECE&mat%5B%5D=Photograph


Mouvement européen 

The fonds of the Mouvement européen (ME) includes a huge image collection composed of 3348 

positives on paper, 1189 negatives on plastic, 216 prints on paper, 28 press cuttings (with 

photographs), 52 postcards and 3 photo albums produced between 1948 and 2002. The pictures 

document conferences, exhibitions, congresses, meetings with important personalities and other 

activities of the Mouvement Européen. You may also find portraits and group photos of politicians 

and other important personalities (Alcide De Gasperi, H. Dessers, Pilet-Golaz, Pella, L. Erhard, 

Jacquess Rueff, J. Zijlstra). It also includes images of the Congress of Europe in The Hague. 

Movimento federalista europeo 

The fonds of the Movimento federalista furopeo (MFE) includes 100 images from 1953 to 1980. 

You may find portraits and pictures documenting events organised by the MFE (Conference 

Politique de L'Euro, MFE Kongres, courses). 

Organisation française du Mouvement européen 

The fonds of the Organisation française du Mouvement européen (OFME) includes 535 positives, 

120 negatives and 84 slides. These images document diverse activities of the OFME between 1977 

and 2002. 

Société européenne de culture 

The fonds of the Société européenne de culture includes 5592 positives on paper, 1082 negatives, 

and 39 photo albums. These images document general assemblies, executive councils, SEC 

headquarters, exhibitions, conferences, meetings, visits, educational projects, and ceremonies 

organised by the SEC. 

University Association for Contemporary European Studies 

The fonds of the University Association for Contemporary European Studies (UACES) includes 

five group portraits of different events held between 1967 and 2009. 

Union européenne des fédéralistes  

The fonds of the Union européenne des fédéralistes (UEF) includes 40 photographs from 1957 to 

1967. These images document the campaign for the European People and Europe's Presence in 

Everyday Life. You may also consult pictures about the presentation to the Italian Senate of the 

proposal for a popular initiative law for the unilateral direct election of the Italian delegates to the 

European Parliament presented by the Italian Council of the European Movement. In addition, you 

will find photos of the demonstration of the UEF on the first meeting of the European Parliament 

elected by direct universal suffrage. 

 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/158645?item=ME
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ME&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ME&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/161216?item=ME.50.03-1549
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/161216?item=ME.50.03-1549
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=Congr%C3%A8s+de+l%27Europe&fk=ME&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/161624?item=MFE
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=MFE&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=MFE&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/161814?item=MFE-08-170
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/181241?item=OFME
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ofme&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/350371?item=UACES
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/350995?item=UACES-02-53
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/192457?item=UEF
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/192546?item=UEF.A-997
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/192546?item=UEF.A-997
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/192907?item=UEF.E-05.05-225
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/192924?item=UEF.E-10-229


3) Individuals 

Antonio Cassese 

The fonds of Antonio Cassese includes a relevant photographic collections composed of 502 

pictures taken from 1964 to 2011. These images document courtrooms including the International 

Court of Justice at The Hague, conferences, ceremonies, events which Cassese attended. It also 

contains portrait and group shots. 

André Darteil 

The fonds of André Darteil includes 28 images from 1956 to 1960. These pictures document Altiero 

Spinelli presenting a petition to the National Assembly of the French Republic. You may also 

consult photographs of Congresses of the European People in Rhône-Alpes, Lyon and Turin. 

Albert León Coppé 

The fonds of Albert León Coppé includes 162 positives on paper, 29 digital images, 3 postcards 

and 1 photo album produced between 1948 and 1971. These pictures document the activities of 

Albert León Coppé during his career, in particular as Belgian Minister and as member of the High 

Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). You can also find photos of Coppé 

during his childhood, his student period and family photos taken in the paternal house in Bruges. 

Albert-Marie Gordiani 

The fonds of Albert-Marie Gordiani includes five positives on paper dating from 1958 to 1978. 

These images document members of the Study Center of the Federation during a banquet. It also 

contains pictures of European Elections in France. 

Altiero Spinelli 

In the fonds of Altiero Spinelli, there are five photographs from 1952 to 1972. These images 

document Altiero Spinelli during a conference held in Antwerp. You may also find portraits and 

pictures of the primary elections of the European People's Congress.  

Beniamino Olivi 

The fonds of Beniamino Olivi includes 122 photographic items taken between 1961 and 1975 

mostly by well-known photographers of the EC (a. o. Jean-Louis Debaize and Marcelle Jamar), 

mainly illustrate Bino Olivi’s activities as spokesperson of the European Commission. These 

images depict Bino Olivi’s participation in numerous press conferences, but also the signing 

ceremony of the Accession Treaty by Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom, the Berlin Wall 

in the 1960s, as well as the members of the European Commission under Presidents Jean Rey, 

Walter Hallstein and Franco Maria Malfatti.  

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/250675?item=ACA
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ACA&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ACA&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/1364?item=AD
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=AD&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/2056?item=ALC
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ALC&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/2868?item=AMG
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/3406?item=AMG.05-01.02-600
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/3406?item=AMG.05-01.02-600
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/18
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=AS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/4031?item=AS.I-294
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/4031?item=AS.I-294
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/3691?item=AS.A.C-01-253
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/31896?item=BO
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/543168?item=BO-A
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/543172?item=BO-44
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/543172?item=BO-44
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/543175?item=BO-47
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/543175?item=BO-47


Claus Schöndube 

 

The fonds of Claus Schöndube includes a huge photographic collection composed of 3.477 

positives on paper, 833 negatives on plastic, 9 postcards, 11 prints on paper and 44 photo albums 

produced between 1946 and 2001. These pictures document different events (congresses, 

commemorations, meetings, demonstrations or exhibitions) of the European Federalist Movement 

(Movimento federalista europeo, MFE) or the Union European Federalists (UEF) and their sections 

such as the Europa-Union Deutschland e.V. (EUD) or the Junge Europäische Föderalisten 

Deutschland (JEF-Deutschland) in Europe but, above all, in Italy, Luxembourg, Belgium and 

Germany. You may also consult two photo albums of the funeral of Altiero Spinelli. In addition, 

you will find different photos of the federalist activities of Claus Schöndube. The collection 

includes portraits of personalities involved in European integration (such as Winston Churchill, 

Robert Schuman or Altiero Spinelli) and important events such as the Treaties of Rome or the 

Treaty of Paris. 

Carlo Scarascia Mugnozza 

The fonds of Carlo Scarascia Mugnozza includes 164 photographs taken from 1950 to 1972. The 

images despict Carlo Scarascia as a student, soldier and during his mandate as Vice-President of 

the European Commission from 1972 to 1977, under the presidencies of Sicco Mansholt and 

François-Xavier Ortoli. You may also find images of the departure of Emile Noel from his duties 

as Secretary-General of the Commission. This collections includes a photographic report 

celebrating the fortieth anniversary of the Treaty of Rome by members of the European People's 

Party (Carlo Scarascia appears with Giulio Andreotti and Hans August Lücker). 

Enzo Enriques Agnoletti 

The fonds of Enzo Enriques Agnoletti includes a huge photographic collection composed of 946 

positives on paper, 132 negatives on plastic, 26 postcards and 4 photo albums produced between 

1944 and 1980. These images document the bombing and the capture of Florence during the Second 

World War. You can also find pictures on commemorations of the Italian resistance in the 1960’s 

and demonstrations of the Partito Socialista Italiano (PSI). In addition, you may consult photos 

about trips made by Enriques Agnoletti to Vietnam (1969-1970 and 1979) and Eritrea (Africa). 

The collection includes portraits of Italian personalities such as Enzo Enriques Agnoletti, Piero 

Calamandrei, Tristano Codignola, Giorgio La Pira, Riccardo Lombardi, Ferruccio Parri, Pierluigi 

Romita, Gaetano Salvemini and Ignazio Silone.  

Emanuele Gazzo 

The fonds of Emanuele Gazzo includes 35 positives taken from 1953 to 1954. These photographs 

document ships and planes of the steel company Ansaldo. 

 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/45
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=CS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/100160?item=CS.02-22
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/100162
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/71
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=CSM&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/100466?item=CSM.A-1
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/100467?item=CSM.A-2
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/100514?item=CSM-50
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/100514?item=CSM-50
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/100472?item=CSM.A-7
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/104542?item=EEA
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=EEA&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/104925?item=EEA-46
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/104921?item=EEA.M-42
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/104919?item=EEA.M-40
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/104917?item=EEA.M-347
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/104924?item=EEA-45
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/104928?item=EG
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=EG&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=EG&mat%5B%5D=Photograph


Enrico Gibellieri 

The fonds of Enrico Gibellieri includes two group portraits of the participants of the Advisory 

Committee meeting 'Steel Research and Development Committee’ (SERDEC) in Rome on 12-13 

March 1998. 

Etienne Hirsch 

The fonds of Etienne Hirsch includes two positives on paper, three postcards and one print on paper 

produced between 1940 and 1991. You can find a portrait of Commandant H. Bernard, as well 

print based visual material on ‘France Libre’ and souvenirs. 

Edoardo Martino 

The fonds of Edoardo Martino includes 45 photographs taken from 1966 to 1969. The images 

document the exhibition 'The European Community in Buenos Aires' organised by the Sociedad 

Rural Argentina Photographic. It collection also includes pictures concerning relations between 

Israel and the European Community. 

Emile Noël 

The fonds of Emile Noël includes 106 images and a photo album produced from 1943 to 1996. 

These pictures document Emile Noël’s activities during his Presidency of the European University 

Institute. You can also find pictures of visits of Emile Noel to Ghardaïa (Algeria) and to Japan 

(with the President of the European Commission Roy Jenkins). This private fonds also includes 

photographs of the Hallstein Commission and Emile Noel with a part of the SG (K. Meyer, H. da 

Fonsecca Wollheim, N. Juge,…). Conference at the Marmara University (Istanbul). You can also 

consult several portraits of Emile Noel from 1943 to 1996 and a photo card of Emile Noël.  

Ernesto Rossi 

The fonds of Ernesto Rossi includes 104 photographs taken from 1923 to 1982. These images 

document the Salvemini Movement and Radical Party Conferences. It also includes pictures of 

family and friends, an itinerant exhibition about Salvemini and the public debate between Ernesto 

Rossi and Angelo Costa., who at that time was President of Confindustria. 

Fabrizia Baduel Glorioso 

The fonds of Fabrizia Baduel Glorioso includes 203 photographs and one photo album produced 

between 1953 and 1999. These images illustrate the various periods of Fabrizia Baduel Glorioso’s 

work, from her time at the CISL and with various international organisation from unions, to her 

presidency at the EESC as well as her time as member of the European Parliament. 

 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/105246?item=EGI
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/105300?item=EGI.A-02-36
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/34
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/105575?item=EH.A-02.01-2
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/105575?item=EH.A-02.01-2
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/105640?item=EH.B-01-67
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/110293?item=EM
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=EM&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/110464?item=EM.C.A-03-372
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/110466?item=EM.C.A-04-118
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/16
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=EN&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/114281?item=EN.20-01-3110
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/114281?item=EN.20-01-3110
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/111033?item=EN.01-04-3112
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/111766?item=EN.04.01-02-3119
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/111245?item=EN.02-03-3111
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/114638?item=EN.22-02-1672
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/110926?item=EN.01-01-2793
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/111245?item=EN.02-03-3111
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/104
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=ER&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/115040?item=ER.A-3
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149580?item=FBG
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=FBG&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/471019?item=FBG-Q.1
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/471022?item=FBG-Q.2
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/471022?item=FBG-Q.2


Fernand Dehousse 

The fonds of Fernand Dehousse includes 108 positives on paper, 11 postcards, 3 illustrations and 

1 photo album from 1953 to 1976. These images document relevant events such as the United 

Nations conference on international organisations in San Francisco in May 1959. You may consult 

pictures on a Conference of European Movement in Lausanne, the inauguration of the Maison de 

l'Europe in Otzenhausen (Germany) and the visit of the President of the Republique Francaise, 

René Coty, to the Council of Europe on 5 July 1957. This private fonds also includes photos of the 

reception of the French President Georges Pompidou at the Royal Palace of Brussels. In addition, 

you can also find portraits of Fernand Dehousse and pictures of important personalities such as 

Paul-Henri Spaak. 

Fausta Deshormes 

The fonds of Fausta Deshormes includes 149 positives on paper, 43 negatives on plastic and 1 

photo album from 1954 to 1990. These images document the activities of the Women's Information 

Service (Service Information Femmes). You may also find various portraits of Fausta Deshormes 

in her office. It also includes images of a meeting of the European Youth Campaign in La Brévière, 

France.  

François Lamoureux 

The fonds of François Lamoureux includes 41 images from 1988 to 2006. It includes a portrait 

series of François Lamoureux in his office and photos of François Lamoureux with Jacques Delors. 

In addition, you may consult pictures on the signing of the interim agreement on trade and trade-

related matters between the European Commission and the Republic of Uzbekistan. You can also 

find photographs on the ceremony of the European Commission in memory of François 

Lamoureux. 

Franco Maria Malfatti 

The fonds of Franco Maria Malfatti comprises 375 photographs illustrating his mandate as 

President of the European Commission from 1970 to 1972. Among others, the photographs 

illustrate the signing ceremony of the accession treaty of the United Kingdom, Denmark, Ireland, 

and Norway, during Malfatti’s presidency. They also reflect the Commission’s external relations 

through visits and meetings with different personalities, as well as its inter-institutional relations 

with representatives of the Court of Justice of the EU, the European Parliament, and the European 

Economic and Social Committee. Furthermore, the photographs depict European personalities who 

played an important role in the history of the EU, such as Ralf Dahrendorf, Albert Coppé, Sicco 

Mansholt, Raymond Barre and Emile Noël. They also feature key meetings such as those of the 

Finance and Foreign Affairs Council of the Agriculture Council. The images pertaining to the 142th 

meeting of the Agricultural Council show farmers protesting in the Palace of Congress in Brussels 

with cows against the Common Agricultural Policy, with one featuring French Minister for 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149597?item=FD
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=FD&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149691?item=FD.A-522
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149691?item=FD.A-522
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149691?item=FD.A-522
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/150090?item=FD.D.F-03-364
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/150090?item=FD.D.F-03-364
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149948?item=FD.D.B-03-361
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149948?item=FD.D.B-03-361
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149672?item=FD.A-363
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149691?item=FD.A-522
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/149691?item=FD.A-522
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/150678?item=FDLV
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=FDLV&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/150699?item=FDLV.01-70
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/150699?item=FDLV.01-70
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/150699?item=FDLV.01-70
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/150700?item=FDLV.01-8
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/449
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=FL&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/226455?item=FL.01-02-732
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/226551?item=FL.01-02-744
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/228556?item=FL.02-04-757
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/226550?item=FL.01-02-743
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/226550?item=FL.01-02-743
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151146?item=FMM
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151156?item=FMM.A.L
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151234?item=FMM-78
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151234?item=FMM-78
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151233?item=FMM-77
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151156?item=FMM.A.L
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151156?item=FMM.A.L
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151234?item=FMM-78
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151234?item=FMM-78


Agriculture Minister Michel Cointat surrounded by cows. You can also find a portrait series of 

Franco Maria Malfatti. 

Francois-Xavier Ortoli 

The fonds of Francois-Xavier Ortoli includes a huge photographic collection composed of 2645 

positives on paper (included 12 albumen print), 64 negatives on plastic and 27 photo albums. The 

images document visits, meetings, conferences, other activities of François-Xavier Ortoli during 

his presidency of the European Commission between January 1973 and January 1977, and Vice-

President of the Commission until his resignation in 1984. You may also consult pictures of his 

time as Director for economic and financial affairs at Marceau Investissements and President of 

Total.  In addition, you can find images of his personal life and a collection of photos made with 

antique photographic processes as taken for the photographer Wilhelm von Gloeden. 

Giulio Fossi 

The fonds of Giulio Fossi includes 1 photo album composed of 72 positives on paper of the XIV  

Conference organized by the Société internationale pour le développement (SID) held in Abidjan, 

Ivory Coast in August 1974. 

Graham Avery 

The fonds of Graham Avery includes eight photographs taken between 1996 and 1998. The images 

document the presentation of the replies to the questionnaire handed by the Ambassadors of 

applicant countries to the Director General for External Relations of the European Commission, 

Günter Burghardt, with Graham Avery present. You may also find a group portrait during a 

Seminar of Team Leaders in Overijse (Belgium) on 11 December 1998.  

Georg Pröpstl 

The fonds of Georg Pröpstl includes 317 positives on paper, 6 slides, 3 negatives on plastic and 1 

photo album from 1959 to 1979. These images document two traveling exhibitions organised by 

the Eurisotop office in several European cities (views of the venues, inaugurations and exhibition 

panels). It also includes a collection of photos of working places, instruments and auxiliaries used 

for the use of radioactive tracers. You may consult technical drawings and different applications of 

isotopes at the UKAEA information office in London. In addition, you can find a portrait of F. 

Hellwig. 

Georges Rencki 

The fonds of Georges Rencki includes 81 positives on paper and 1 photo album  from 1949 to 

1965. These images document activities of the Union Fédéraliste Inter-Universitaire (UFI) and the 

European Youth Campaign (EYC) such as assemblies, training sessions or demonstrations. You 

may also find pictures of Sicco Mansholt during meetings, conferences, working sessions, visits, 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151235?item=FMM-79
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151236?item=FXO
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151286?item=FXO.13
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151322?item=FXO.01.03-516
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151255?item=FXO.05
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151260?item=FXO.06
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151260?item=FXO.06
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151456?item=FXO.07.02-115
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151456?item=FXO.07.02-115
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151322?item=FXO.01.03-516
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/250940?item=GF
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/444624?item=GF.03-02-155
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/151888?item=GJLA
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=GJLA&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/152075?item=GJLA.ENLARG-02-162
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/152361?item=GJLA.IGS-03-63
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/152365?item=GP
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=GP&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=IRAD&fk=GP&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/236445?item=GP.01.01-119
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/236535?item=GP.03.01-122
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as well portraits and personal photos. Personalities involved in European integration (Paul-Henri 

Spaak or Walter Hallstein). 

Giancarlo Zoli 

The fonds of Giancarlo Zoli includes 252 photographs and two photographic albums (mostly black 

and white positives but also aristotypes), mainly depicting events attended by Giancarlo and Adone 

Zoli (and other family members) between the 1950s and the 1980s, in Florence but also in other 

European cities including Venice, Milano, Rome and Vienna. 

Hans August Lucker 

The fonds of Hans August Lucker includes 210 images and one photo album from 1940 to 2000. 

It includes pictures of European individuals, members of the national governments, as well as 

members of the national and European Parliament who played an important role in the unification 

of Europe. You may find several photos of Robert Schuman.   

Hendrik de Bruijn 

The fonds of Hendrik de Bruijn includes 10 images from 1964. These pictures document the kernels 

of the 'Dragon Project'. It also includes scale model photos of the South of Scotland Nuclear Station. 

Henri Cartan 

The fonds of Henri Cartan includes 11 images from 1989 to 2002. These pictures document a 

congress, a demonstration and other activities of the Union of European Federalists (UEF) and the 

Movimento federalista europeo (MFE).   

Helmut Goetz 

The fonds of Helmut Goetz includes one photograph about the Federalist Congress held in Lyon 

in February 1962. 

Helmut von Verschuer 

The fonds of Helmut von Verschuer includes 13 positives on paper, 4 prints on paper and 240 

negatives on plastic produced between 1951 and 1986. These photographs document the activity 

of Helmut von Verschuer with other members of the European Commission. It also includes 

pictures of a journey to different agricultural cooperatives in France. You will also find photos 

about a visit of the EC delegation to the “Bolsa de Cereales” in Buenos Aires. Furthermore, there 

are images of the EC delegation participating at the United Nation and Food and Agriculture 

Organization (UN/FAO) World Food Programme (WFP). This collection also includes 240 

negatives of a research trip to France in 1951. 
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Helen Wallace 

The fonds of Helen Wallace includes four photographs of the ‘Treaty of Rome Thirtieth 

Anniversary Conference' held at Chathan House on 3 December 1987. 

Ivan Matteo Lombardo 

The fonds of Ivan Matteo Lombardo includes three photographs of a trip to Mexico during the 

1960s. 

Jacques Delors 

The fonds of Jaques Delors includes 16 pictures taken from 1985 to 1997. These images document 

conferences, visits, meetings, other activities of Jacques Delors during his presidency of the 

European Commission. Please note that the HAEU has the images in PDF. The Jacques Delors 

Foundation has the originals. There are a total of 639 images but only 16 positives, the others are 

press cuttings. 

Jules Guéron 

The fonds of Jules Guéron includes six photographs taken between 1946 and 1975. These images 

document technical aspects of atomic energy. In addition, you may find a portrait of the participants 

of the conference “The Energy Crisis and the European Community”. 

Jean-Pierre Gouzy 

The fonds of Jean-Pierre Gouzy includes 30 images taken in 2005. These photos depict the 

colloquium ‘50 years after the Treaties of Rome: the European Union faced with the new Europe’. 

John Pinder 

The fonds of John Pinder includes 14 photographs from 1951 to 1999. You can find pictures of 

personalities such as Robert Schuman, Jean Monnet, Walter Hallstein, Altiero Spinelli, Queen 

Elizabeth II, Jacques Delors or Bill Clinton. You can also find images of the Hague Summit held 

at The Hague, on 1-2 December 1969, the Dublin European Council held in Dublin, Ireland in 

November 1979 or the Council Meeting "Fisheries" held in Brussels, Belgium on 23 and 24 March 

1998. It also includes one general view of a meeting in the Courtroom of the Court of Justice. 

Klaus Meyer 

The fonds of Klaus Meyer includes a huge photographic collection composed of 481 positives on 

paper, 3 postcards and 1 photo album from 1963 to 1992. These images document Klaus Meyer’s 

role as Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany to Czechoslovakia (1982-1985). You will 

also find pictures depicting visits of Klaus Meyer as a Director General of Development (DG VIII) 

(1977-1982) and Permanent Representative of Germany to the Organisation for Economic 
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Cooperation and Development (OECD) in: Paris (1985- 1992) to Japan, Egipt, Kenya, Niger, 

Suriname, Zaire, Zimbabwe, Cameroun, Guyana, Trinidad & Tobago, Senegal, Surinam, the 

Netherlands Antilles, Sudan, Ruanda, Togo, Madagascar, India or Zaire. In addition, you may 

consult photos of Klaus Meyer with Walter Hallstein, the Pope Paul VI and Hans-Dietrich 

Genscher. You can also find images on the negotiations of the Arab Euro Dialogue held in Abu 

Dhabi in November 1975. This collection also includes several photos of Walter Hallstein and his 

cabinet during meetings, visits and other activities.  

Lionello Levi Sandri 

The fonds of Lionello Levi Sandri includes one portrait from 1963. 

Lorella Cedroni 

The fonds of Lorella Cedroni includes nine photographs that document the activities of Lorella 

Cedroni.   

Max Kohnstamm 

 The fonds of Max Kohnstamm includes three images taken between 1952 and 1969. The 

photographs document the 15th meeting of the Community Action and Policy Committee in 

Brussels (Jean Monnet, Max Kohnstamm, Herbert Wehner, Walter Hallstein …). You may find a 

portrait of Max Kohnstamm with Jean Monnet. You can also consult one image of the Committee 

of the Three.  

Michel Waelbroeck 

The fonds of Michel Waelbroeck includes eight photographs from 1970 to 1998. These images 

document meetings and family life. You may find one ID photo.  

Otto Molden 

The fonds of Otto Molden includes 75 photographs taken from 1978 to 1992. These images 

document the visit of Moshe Dayan to Alpbach. You can also find pictures on the Dialogues of the 

European Forum Alpbach. In addition, you will find photos about the Founding congress of the 

Europäische Föderalistische Partei (EFP) in Geneva. It also includes pictures of the election posters 

pertaining to the participation of the 'Europaische Foderalistische Partei Osterreichs EFP' in 

administrative elections held in Vienna. You may consult images about the European National 

Movement (ENM): Congress of European Patriots and Federalists in Vienna. 

Orlof Zimmermann 

 The fonds of Orlof Zimmermann includes 17 photographs about the electoral campaign for the 

European Parliament and an information event for the Bundeswehr from 1979. 
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Philippe Deshormes 

The fonds of Philippe Deshormes includes 97 photographs taken between 1952 and 1957. These 

images document the Campagne Européenne de la Jeunesse (CEJ). You may find portraits of 

Philippe Deshormes. In addition, you can consult photographs of important personalities (Gaston 

Karila, Suzanne Blot, Berthold Finkelstein, Maurice Foley, Pierre Baudet, Mendel, Giovanni 

Gouchi, Ivo Murgia, Catherine Douglas)  

Piero Malvestiti 

 The fonds of Piero Malvestiti includes 1584 images and 11 photo albums from 1898 to 1968. 

These photographs document the personal life of Piero Malvestiti (childhood, school, army, family, 

friends, personal trips). You may also find images of meetings, visits and other events during his 

period as a political member of Democrazia Cristiana, Vice-President of the Commission of the 

European Economic Community and President of the High Authority of the European Coal and 

Steel Community. In addition, you can consult several portraits of Piero Malvestiti. Please note 

that the HAEU has the digital copies of the originals photos that are preserved at the Instituto 

Malvestiti which also manages the usage rights. 

Peter Sutherland   

The fonds of Peter Sutherland includes 297 photographs from 1980 to 1988. These images 

document diverse events such as the VII Interparliamentary conference between the European 

Parliament and Latin America in Brasilia or  Pope John Paul II's visit to the Commission in 

Brussels. You may also find portraits of Peter Sutherland and pictures of politicians and other 

important personalities (Prof. Patrick Masterson, Prof. John Kelly, Jacques Delors, Giulio 

Andreotti).  

Pierre Uri  

The fonds of Pierrer Uri includes 30 positives on paper and three negatives on plastic produced 

between 1950 and 1989. These images document Pierre Uri at the High Authority of the High 

Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) with Jean Monnet, Albert Coppé, 

Dirk Pieter Spierenburg, Spaak, among others. You can also find photographs of Pierre Uri at the 

Commissariat général du Plan (GGP) alongside Jean Monnet, J. Ripert, Jacques Van Helmont, J. 

Rabier, Francois Fontaine, Etienne Hirsch, Robert Marjolin and other personalities. In addition, 

you may consult pictures of the house of Jean Monnet in Houjarray and the decoration of Pierre 

Uri as grand officer of the Order of Merit (1984).  

Pier Virgilio Dastoli 

The fonds of Pier Virgilio Dastoli includes one photo album composed of 40 positives of meetings 

of the Federal Council and the Executive Committee of the International European Movement held 

in Valencia on 20 and 21 February 1998. 
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Roland Tavitian 

The fonds of Roland Tavitian includes one group photo of participants of the Social Science 

Research Council held in New York in 1974 and a postcard of Villa Serbelloni, Bellagio. 

Romano Prodi  

The fonds of Romano Prodi includes a huge photographic collection composed of 2771 positives 

on paper, seven prints on paper, two postcards, nine photo albums from 1980 to 2004. These images 

document the political activity of Romano Prodi above all as President of the European 

Commission and Prime Minister of Italy. You can find pictures about diverse formal and informal 

events, visits (Bulgaria, Albania), personal photos, portraits, as well as photos of politicians and 

other important personalities such as Bill Clinton or Tony Blair. 

Samuel Pii 

The fonds of Samuele Pii includes 193 digital images taken from 1994 to 2009. These pictures 

document seminars, congresses, demonstrations and meetings of the JEF (Jeunes Européens 

Fédéralistes – Young European Federalists) specially in Florence, Italy, portraits of Samuel Pii and 

several meetings with Romano Prodi.  

Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa 

The fonds of Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa includes a huge photographic collection composed of 

1.108 positives on paper, 24 slides, 16 postcards and two photo albums from 1986 to 2007. The 

images document the activities of Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa during his entire professional career; 

from his graduation in Milan until his time as Italian Minister of Economy and Finances. You may 

find pictures of bank summits, the inauguration of the European Central Bank, the celebration of 

Revenue Guard Corps, meetings of the International Monetary Fund, collaborators, with 

personalities such as Romano Prodi or Giorgio Napolitano and a lot of photographs of conferences, 

meetings, celebrations or inaugurations.  

Uwe Kitzinger and Noël Salter Fonds 

The private papers of Uwe Kitzinger and Noël Salter includes 12 photographs from 1948 to 1971. 

The images document activities of the United Europe Movement and the Congress of Europe 

(Delegation to The Hague conference). You may also consult pictures about the Pro Europe 

Campaign “We’ve Got to Get In to Get On” with the crew of the Scottish Euro-bus (Ken Cargill, 

David Graham, Joan Kujawski, John Mackintosh). In addition, you can find photos of Ernest 

Wistrich and Lord Harlech. This fonds also includes images of NATO leaders. 

Walter Much 

The fonds of Walter Much includes one photograph of Jean Monnet and his wife Silvia de Bondini 

and one portrait of Walter Much. You can also find five images extracted from the publication 
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https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/347253?item=TPS.G-04-528
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/347254?item=TPS.G-04-8
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=International+Monetary+Fund&fk=TPS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=Romano+Prodi+&fk=TPS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=Giorgio+Napolitano&fk=TPS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/193545?item=UWK%2FNS
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=UWK%2FNS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/194018?item=UWK/NS.B-1.4-548
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/193603?item=UWK/NS.A-1.1-19
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/194007?item=UWK/NS.B-1.3-274
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/251485?item=WM
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=WM&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/350595?item=WM-71
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/251994?item=WM.04-22
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/251994?item=WM-22


'Courrier du Personnel' [de la Commission des Communautés européennes] about the first meeting 

of the Commissions chaired by Jean Rey (1967), Franco Maria Malfatti (1970), Sicco Mansholt 

(1972), and François-Xavier Ortoli (1973). 

4) Archival Collections 

Jean Monnet American Sources 

The collection of Jean Monnet American Sources contains 20 photographs from 1949 to 1968.  

These images refer to Jean Monnet as a President of the High Authority of the European Coal and 

Steel Community and his relationship with American officials and the US Administration's policies 

in connection with the "Victory Programme" and European integration. You may consult pictures 

of Jean Monnet with fellow High Authority Members, US officials (like the Secretary of State, 

Henry Kissinger) and President Eisenhower, President Lyndon B. Johnson. In addition, you will 

also find portraits of J. Monnet and one of Jean Monnet giving a radio broadcast. 

Jean Monnet Duchêne Sources 

The collection of Jean Monnet Duchêne Sources includes 37 images from 1941 to 1993. The 

pictures document the activity of Jean Monnet with several important personalities: Robert 

Schuman, Max Kohnstamm François Duchene, and from the Stiftung Bundeskanzler-Adenauer-

Haus, with Konrad Adenauer, Walter Hallstein, David Schoenbrum, Queen Elizabeth I, Edward 

Heath or Emile Mayrisch. You may also consult several portraits of Jean Monnet and photographs 

of his family and his house. In addition, you will find images of the British Supply Council 1941 

and the ECSC High Authority inauguration.  

Nicola Di Gioia 

The collection Nicola Di Gioia includes 116 slides and 9 positives on paper produced from 1957 

to 2003 by EU institutions.  The photographs depict key symbols of the European Union such as 

the European flag, the Charlemagne building, the signature of the Treaties of Rome, the Treaty of 

Paris, the Schuman Declaration or the Single European Act. Some of the slides are part of 

informative sequences on values, functioning, activities and achievements of the European 

Economic Community between 1981 and 2003. You may also find slides that contain maps of the 

European Communities in 1964 or from 1973 to 1986. 

 

https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/155137?item=JMAS
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=JMAS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=JMAS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=High+Authority+&fk=JMAS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=eisenhower&fk=JMAS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=johnson&fk=JMAS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/155377?item=JMAS.N-181
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/155387?item=JMDS
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=JMDS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=JMDS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=JMDS&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/155695?item=JMDS.B-02.04-255
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/155695?item=JMDS.B-02.04-255
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/460416?item=NDG
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/460416?item=NDG
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&fk=NDG&mat%5B%5D=Photograph
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474264?item=NDG-2-505
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474352?item=NDG-2-515
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474275?item=NDG-5-508
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474271?item=NDG-5-507
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474271?item=NDG-5-507
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474280?item=NDG-5-510
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474339?item=NDG-5-513
https://archives.eui.eu/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search-terms=Sequence+&fk=NDG
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474358?item=NDG-517
https://archives.eui.eu/en/fonds/474356?item=NDG-2-516

